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The Diocese of Maine Elects a
New Bishop

F

ollowing Bishop Steven Lane’s 2017 announcement of his
retirement as our bishop, the Standing Committee developed a process to seek and ultimately elect a new bishop.
It was a very thorough and detailed process involving clergy and
lay people throughout the diocese and employing technology to
inform congregations.
At our 2018 annual meeting, St. Peter’s elected three delegates
and an alternate to represent our parish at the Special Electing
Convention to be held on February 9, 2019—Thom Buescher,
Harold Van Lonkhuyzen, Marty Rogers, and Doree Fisher as an
alternate. Thom had to withdraw and Doree became our third delegate. Our clergy also would be voting.
The five finalists were announced following the annual diocesan convention in October 2018. The Diocese posted biographies
and other resources on their website. In January of 2019, the
finalists were introduced in person at three locations in sessions
called Walkabouts that were open to everyone in the Dioceses.
All of our lay delegates attended one session. Each candidate
spent 30 minutes in each of five rooms, with the sessions in one
of the rooms videoed for viewing online. Sixty hardy people made
it to the Portland session during that memorable snowstorm on
The Bishop-Elect of Maine,
January 20.
The Rev. Thomas James Brown.
The election itself was held on a cold but clear Saturday at the
Cross Center in Bangor. There were some 100 clergy electors and
160 lay delegates. With the Bishop presiding, we began with worship. The group settled in to a pattern of prayer,
hymn-singing, discernment, and voting. One candidate withdrew when the first ballot made clear she was not likely
to be elected. We broke for lunch, and the Rev. Thomas Brown was elected shortly thereafter on the third ballot by
a majority of both clergy and lay delegates. The mood throughout the day was one of positive but serious purpose.
After a pause of some thirty minutes, during which the five candidates were notified and thanked for their participation in the process, the bishop-elect appeared on a large video screen in the convention hall to prolonged
applause. He gave a thoughtful, prayerful, and heartfelt response to the assembly, which many hoped would presage
a similarly effective episcopate. It was a privilege to represent St. Peter’s.
The church can feel confident in an orderly, carefully-conducted search and
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You can learn more about our new Bishop on the Diocesan web site. Go
to bishopquest.episcopalmaine.org. If you scroll down the page and click on
Meet the Bishop-Elect, you can watch Rev. Brown’s very moving message to
the convention upon his election.
The next step is voting by all the Standing Committees throughout the US
Episcopal body to acknowledge that the election was in proper order. Finally,
Rev. Brown is scheduled to be installed by the Presiding Bishop Michael
Curry on June 22 in St. Luke’s Cathedral in Portland.
Doree Fisher, Marty Rogers and Harold Van Lonkhuyzen, Delegates to
the Special Electing Convention

St. Peter’s Delegates
to the Special Electing Convention
Harold Van Lonkhuyzen,
Marty Rogers and Doree Fisher.
Lay Delegates
to the Special Electing Convention
with our Deacons Jane Chatfield
and Corey Walmer

Notes from
Delegate Doree Fisher:

T

he search for a new bishop is over, and
I am thankful for reasons which might
surprise you: I was able to witness and
participate in a diligent and respectful discernment closing with clear consensus. I appreciated
the many opportunities for Episcopalians from
worshiping communities, along with local, diocesan and national church leaders, to listen, offer
questions and ultimately choose who we would
call. Priests, deacons and laity united to call
a spiritual leader who seems ready and able
to oversee, understand, and lead us in God’s
mission for this particular place and time. I
developed a trust that the Rev. Thomas James
Brown has gifts and abilities from a wide range
of experiences to connect us and to inspire a
generous spirit of love and justice in our complex world. He has been called to inclusive
leadership in small and larger circles of our faith
community, other faiths, and that of no faith.
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Rector’s Notes for the Season
A Rule for a Holy Lent
Dear Friends,
The gift of Lent is the invitation to authenticity and an investment
in spiritual depth. Many years ago, before I’d even thought about the
ordination process, my spiritual director encouraged me to go on a
retreat for a few days during Lent. I ended up spending it with the brothers of the Society of St. John the Evangelist (SSJE) in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. I’d never seen a monk’s cell but got an idea of what it
must look like when I got to my own room. It was small but comfortably
outfitted with a twin bed, a comfy chair and lamp, a desk and desk
chair, a dresser, and a prie-dieu (one of those little prayer desks you
kneel at). Every room is equipped with a Book of Common Prayer, an
NRSV bible, a Hymnal 1982, an icon of Jesus, the chapel schedule, and
a copy of the Rule of the Society of St. John the Evangelist.
I opened the Rule that first afternoon and by evening prayer was
in love. I’d never read or understood how a rule of life could be so
rich – and this from a medievalist who nearly every year (!) had
assigned The Rule of St. Benedict to students. How many discussions
had we had, and I never imagined how it could be updated, made
pertinent and alive? Now, I did not believe I was called to the religious
(monastic) life, but I have come over the years to value the wisdom of
the SSJE rule of life.
A rule is not a set of rules but rather a description of the choices we
make and habits we develop that give shape to our day-to-day living.
We all have a rule; it’s just that most of us don’t think of it that way.
There was a time, for example, that my rule of life on Sundays was this:
wake around 9:00, have coffee and read the paper, meet friends or take
a long walk or run in the afternoon, in the late afternoon I’d think about
the week ahead or finish work that still remained (papers to write or
grade), cook dinner and watch TV, eventually go to bed. If asked, I
might have been able to identify how such a pattern of life revealed
what I cared about: being informed, being with others, being entertained, and maybe I’d have had some vague sense that the long run or
walk was both about health and my spirituality. No one ever asked,
though, and for me it was just how I lived my life.
Monks in community, though, reflect regularly on their choices and
habits (they even pray on them), always seeking to center them on
deepening their relationship with God and one another. Their Rule is
still one of the best things about this order. It is straight-forward, honest
about the challenges of living in community, full of deep wisdom, and
short. I have returned to it, again and again, always reading it a short
chapter at a time. How do they talk about prayer? What are the challenges of friendship? How does God call us into and through difficult
relationships? This is the Lenten discipline I return to most often and
most fruitfully. Year after year. Reading and reflecting on the SSJE Rule.
When I got to seminary, I became part of a group of students working on crafting a Rule of Life for seminarians at Berkeley Divinity School
at Yale, and, if you were to read it, you would quickly discover our debt
to the SSJE Rule. Thinking and reflecting on rules of life has been an
enriching, life-changing, process for me. And I was delighted this past
fall to learn that the Episcopal Church would be setting up Advent and
Lent adult education modules on crafting one’s own rule of life in a program called The Way of Love.
You can join Jim Bowditch and David Grima on the Sundays in Lent
in a process of developing and reflecting on your own rule of life. If
Sunday morning does not always meet your schedule, know that you
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follow along with them online at episcopalchurch.org/life-transformed.
If you’re interested in the SSJE Rule of Life, you can purchase it from the
SSJE website (ssje.org/category/rule-of-life/) or from Amazon.com, where it’s
also available for Kindle users. Or, even better, book a retreat with them and
read it in your cell. You can find out how to do that from their website, too.
Whatever your favorite Lenten discipline might be, my hope and prayer
for you is that this Lent and Easter you be drawn into a deeper awareness of
God’s loving presence in your life.
Yours faithfully,
Lael+

WINDOW

OF
THE SPIRIT
views into the
souls of St. Peter’s

Special Offerings at St. Peter’s for Lent
Weekly Services and Activities
Sunday

9:00 AM Choral Eucharist
10:30 AM Adult Forum
4:00 PM Rector’s Forum on Celtic Spirituality & Theology
5:30 PM Celtic Evening Eucharist with music
Tuesday
7:00 AM Morning Prayer
Wednesday 7:00 AM Contemplative Eucharist
Thursday 7:00 AM Morning Prayer
Friday
7:00 AM Morning Prayer
Saturday 7:00 AM Morning Prayer
On the 2nd & 4th Saturday of the month Centering Prayer is offered at
8:30am.

Holy Week Services and Activities
Palm Sunday, April 14, Services at 9:00 AM and 5:30 PM,
Liturgy of the Palms and reading of the Passion Narrative
Tenebrae, April 17, 7:00 PM
A dramatic service of readings and music
Maundy Thursday, April 18, 7:00 PM
Holy Eucharist with Foot-Washing, Stripping of the Altar, and
Veneration of the Sacrament in The Garden of Repose
Good Friday, April 19
All day—Self-Directed Stations of the Cross;
7:00 PM—Good Friday Liturgy with Eucharist from the Reserved Sacrament
Holy Saturday, April 20, 7:45 PM
The Great Vigil of Easter (Nativity Lutheran Church hosts this year)
Easter Sunday, April 21, 9:00 AM
Choral Festival Eucharist, followed by the parish Easter Brunch;
Easter Egg Hunt at 12 Noon and the Easter Community Meal at 12:30 PM.
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St. Peter’s 167th Annual Meeting
Notes from a Small, Strong Congregation

T

he congregation and clergy of St. Peter’s gathered for our annual parish meeting on Sunday, January 27.
Our rector, Lael Sorensen, set the tone in her opening remarks and written report.

“Healthy churches, whether they have 11,500 on a Sunday or 75, tend to be alike in that they are clear about
their purpose. ... Is the church doing what churches are supposed to do—nourishing spiritual lives and shaping the
moral imagination of their communities? What follows in this [the written Annual Report] is an accounting of those
efforts over the past year. ... Read them with care and know that our authors are modest and do not toot their own
horns, but all of them are extraordinary.”
Lael then cited specific examples of both ongoing and innovative ministries that have evolved throughout 2018.
She urged St. Peter’s to recognize that we are and can remain a small, strong church so long as we continue to serve
Christ and squarely face the limitations and challenges small churches face in times of rapid social and cultural
change. She cited the following specific challenges that she is confident the leadership and congregation will address:
▼ our limitations on the hiring of staff (rector and support staff) and need for active ministry by members;
▼ learning to minister not just in but from our building; and
▼ deepening our impact by capitalizing on community relationships.
All these will support St. Peter’s vision to remain a small church working in partnership with God’s presence in
the community around us.
Reports by Marty Rogers, our outgoing Senior Warden, and Judith Haines-Carter, our continuing Junior Warden,
echoed Lael’s remarks. Marty spoke about ongoing discernment activities at St. Peter’s, particularly regarding the
concept of a becoming a spiritual community center, a concept found to be too ambitious to achieve at this time. Her
concluding words were to “examine all we do and not be fearful of change. Strengthen what works, modify or lay
peacefully to rest that we can no longer sustain, and create new.”
Finances. Mary Alice Bird, Treasurer, emphasized that 2018 had been a year of “testing, evaluation and adjustment to assess the St. Peter’s future financial viability.” As part of this process, she noted that the Vestry has adopted
a 2019 operating budget that transitions from a full-time to a part-time rector. She reviewed that budget, which projects income of $202,250, expenses of $237,534, and a deficit of $35,284. The deficit will be covered with
reserve/investment funds. As of January 2019, reserve funds totaled $195,696. She reported that financial support
from the congregation has remained steady and resulted in a 2018 year-end deficit of $18,843—well below the projected $67,055. This reflected increases in all lines of income, but a large portion of the increase in pledge income
resulted from the early payment of several strong 2019 pledges. Mary Alice reported that the 2018 Vestry voted to
work towards balancing our budget within the next five years and she shared a chart outlining how this could be
possible with reduced staff expense, increased income from space use by external groups, and modest income
increases in pledges and other contributions.
Elections. The congregation elected the following slate of officers:
▼Joe Cox and Jim Bowditch, Co-Senior Wardens;
▼Paul Rogers, Treasurer;
▼Mary Alice McLean, David Grima, Liz Hunt, and Manette Pottle, Vestry Members;
▼Marty Rogers, Harold Van Lonkhuyzen, and Judith Haines-Carter, Delegates to Convention; and
▼Joan Welsh and Lucia Elder, Alternate Delegates to Convention.
Copies of the 34-page Annual Report are available in paper from the office or in electronic form. If you have not
seen it, please take time to do so. This document includes all reports submitted by the church’s officers as well as
Vestry Voices for 2018, reports from the Deacons, and reports from the many committees and ministries of our busy
congregation. These thoughtful reports show the many ministries and activities that make St. Peter’s a small, strong
church serving the needs of the community.
Mary Alice Bird
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Spiritual Growth and Formation at St. Peter’s
Spirituality for the Second Half of Life
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he Pastoral Care Committee has worked for over a year to bring a special series of talks on challenges faced by older adults. The Committee
invited a variety of community speakers to discuss issues that arise as
people age and deal with questions not faced in their youth.
The programs covered Palliative Care and Hospice, Music Thanatology
(Presented by Barbara Jean O’Brien), the spiritual dimensions and challenges of cognitive disorders and memory loss, financial planning, funeral
planning, and intergenerational conversations and conflicts. The Pastoral
Care committee is thinking about continuing the conversation. Please talk
with any member of the Committee about your interests and ideas.

B

ridget Buck contributed the
following eulogy for her
mother Mary Buck. It was
written by Bridget’s sister. It was
to be part of this program and it
is presented here for you to read
once or more. It beautifully
illustrates of focus of the final
session of the program. We are
very grateful to Mary Patricia
Kernahan Buck and Bridget Buck
for sharing this memory.
Marty Rogers

Final Day, It’s a Wrap
Mary Patricia Kernahan Buck
June 10, 1924 – December 7, 2015
“… And then we will wash her body with oil…” My sister Bridget said
to me in the weeks leading up to my 91-year-old mother’s death from old
age. “You are a hippy freak,” I muttered under my breath. “…and then we
will use rose glycerin soap from Crabtree and Evelyn, which was her
favorite soap… we need to wash her an odd number of times and we need
to do it at least twice so that leads us to washing her three times at least,
maybe 5…” Yigads, I thought, WTF!
I got the call to come Monday morning. Mommy was ready to go off all
meds and to stop OT and PT and to just go home to her own bed. I raced
from Boston to Maine. I felt as though I was in a Seinfeld episode as I took
the precious time to stop in Freeport on the way. Kind of like stopping for
candy on the way to the car crash. I went straight to Crabtree and Evelyn
and walked in knowing exactly what I needed, a bar of rose soap and a tub
of rose body cream, still not sure about my involvement but determined to
make Bridget and Mommy’s last wish come true. Of course, I told the sales
lady when she tried to sell me two for the price of one and two free if you
buy three and might as well choose three more for half price…. “Don’t even
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ask what I’m doing with this,” I said weakly. Of course, she and all the sales gals and one customer
turned to me for the tell all explanation. “I am rushing to my mother, and when she dies we are going to
wash her body with this soap and put cream on her and then wrap her in a shroud.” I gasped as I include
myself in the “we” part. I had already taken ownership of the act. I grabbed my holiday bag of rose products, sobbed a thank you and rushed the door just as the woman customer said, “That’s what Muslims do
you know.” I think that is where for this Irish gal the day turned utterly beautiful.
I left the goods in the car when I got to my Mom’s assisted living home and raced upstairs where I
started my vigil for the rest of the day and night. I left her side only to give my siblings a chance to be
with her, but each time snuck back to the spot like a spoiled youngest daughter. As the day progressed
from lucidness to confusion to agitation and then finally to quiet sleep, I sat watching that beautiful body
before me, tending to her every need. This proximity to death began to blur the line between living and
death … the beauty of dying revealed itself to me. I could not be any place else. We ended up giving her
a bath before “bed” and a clean nightie and we turned out the lights and the boys went home, and the
girls camped on the floor. I took the first night watch but within 20 minutes of turning out the lights she
took her last breath. We girls just sat in awe of the amazing gift we held in our hands. There was no
sobbing, no wailing, no tears, in fact we were like three 10-year-old sisters wondering if she was actually
dead, wondering if we knew how to tell, wondering if we did it right, and then finally telling her what a
great job she did. Dying is hard work. Her body had worked so hard that day. “Mommy, well done, you
did it and we are so proud of you.”
Bridget said we had to let the body be for an hour to let the Spirit do its thing and that we needed
to wash the body within three hours. We first settled her in a more comfortable position and closed her
mouth and eyes just like in the movies. I always thought that was the creepiest thing when I saw that
done on all those Ponderosa episodes but when I did it, I felt like I was doing the most natural thing.
I removed her tiny wedding band that was crooked and bent from all those diapers changed, shoes
polished, care bestowed, pain assuaged, tea made, and vows fulfilled.
In that hour we called the boys and we called the other siblings and we called Hutch the undertaker.
After he gently felt her sweet face and confirmed her death, we girls got to work. We debated on the
number of washings since we had just done one the hour before. We did just one more. We used the
soap and oil.
It was fascinating to wash that body that gave birth to 11 babies and to still have a flat stomach,
to wash the breast cancer scars, that face that suddenly seemed without wrinkles. We combed her hair
as she’d told us always to brush your hair before you get into bed at night. Maybe that’s how she got so
many babies. Until that moment, I’d always thought that ritual was such a waste of time.
We decided to wrap Mommy in her favorite rose-colored wool blanket. She had taken to sleeping with
it without even a sheet which horrified all of us as she had always taught us to make our beds so properly
with a flat sheet folded down just so. It was the perfect choice at the moment. We three sisters had knitting with us and large golden embroidery needles, so we compared yarn colors and chose Macky’s Golden
Wheat Yellow wool. In her research, Bridget had studied just how to wrap the body. She and Macky did
that while I threaded the needles. Bridget said we could do a blanket stitch, but in my excitement could
only “just do a whip stitch” as Mommy would say. The blanket curled around her tiny body so the stitches took on a magical swirl, gold against pink bringing to mind a beautiful angel postcard that I mailed
to her from Italy. A Botticelli angel dressed in pink with golden wings. I gasped at the beauty, before me
an angel. The last thing we’d done before the final stitches around her heart Bridget and Macky put in
dried flowers from her Mother’s cottage field from Ireland that my nephew Paper had gotten for her
this summer.
I asked Hutch if I could carry her to the coffin, a beautiful pine box made by Bridget’s son, Danji.
Hutch, a family friend of Bridget’s, had helped him make it. Hutch showed me, Nick, and Adrian how to
roll the wrapped body toward us to cradle her toward our hearts to carry her to the coffin. We lay her on
top of her blue down quilt and her pillows just so. We all stood around her coffin then and put our hands
on her while my bother-in-law Ralph read to her from his little blue book of prayer. The coffin had beautiful rope handles and we carried her out to the waiting hearse in the pitch-dark cool air and saw her off.
What a beautiful end to a full, overflowing, wildly busy life. With the greatest love a daughter can have,
I look forward to finding her in my everyday life, as I live with all the things she taught me.
I crawled into my Mom’s bed that night and slept soundly even without her blankets and pillows
which were now gone.
By Ferris Buck Donham, December 9, 2015
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Tuesday Evening Bible Study
Revisiting Paul’s Letter to the Romans
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his winter, our Tuesday evening Bible Study has been reading and
discussing Paul’s Letter to the Romans. In this letter, Paul, a cosmopolitan, legally trained Jew, well versed in Hebrew and GrecoRoman cultures, carefully lays out the transformative revelation of God’s
covenant with all people everywhere. In a world where intolerance and
oppression were deeply interwoven into religious and cultural practices,
he erases divisive lines to teach the power of holy love and forgiveness
for all creatures, as revealed through Christ.
Paul’s challenge was to find a common language to convey that holiness has been implanted within everything in the created universe. We
have all struggled and failed to find words to express deeply felt experiences or beliefs to others. Multiply this by the challenges Paul faced,
and we gain insight into the careful and often puzzling words he
employs in Romans to communicate the depth of his faith in Christ’s
revelation of divine love and forgiveness. In much of our discussion we
tried to place ourselves in Paul’s shoes, appreciate his challenges, and
follow his reasoning. We tried to see his world without superimposing
the prejudices of our own world, language, and social conditioning. As
you might imagine, the discussions have been at times puzzling, enlightening, and frustrating, but always inspiring.
As we were reading Chapters 6 and 7 of Romans, it happened that
Richard Rohr’s daily meditations (cac.org/richard-rohr/) for that week
were focused on Christ in Paul’s Eyes. His meditations open the heart to
the inner presence of the divine and to Paul’s teaching that Christ must
first be acknowledged within before Christ can be recognized without as
Lord and Master; Rohr writes that “God must reveal God’s self in you
before God can fully reveal God’s self to you.”
Rohr sees that Paul transcends dualistic, rational thought to teach
that God has always been present in the creation, and he boldly proclaims, “There is only Christ. He is everything and he is in everything,”
(Colossians 3:11) a radical thought then and still today. Rohr notes that
Paul’s high degree of trust, introspection, and self-confidence that God
revealed his Son within him, and by extension in us, (Galatians 1:16)
was radical in a time that was largely extroverted and literal. (Might not
the same be said of much of contemporary life?). By implication, he
reminds us that while Paul respected the law and rational thought, it is
revealed truth that opens the heart to eternal truth.
In one of his meditations, Rohr quotes Paul: “I have never been separate from God, nor can I be, except in my mind,” and asks us to contemplate the profound way God is constantly revealing himself through
us and the creation. In my own consciousness this had led me to reflect
back over my life to connect the dots of revelation that have deepened
my own spiritual relationship with holiness.
By the time you read this, our Tuesday group may have completed
our discussions of Romans. Together we generally read scripture aloud
and then share reflections revealed to us within the text. We start at 6:00
PM on Tuesdays and promptly end at 7:00 PM. There is usually no
homework and always the expectation that whoever comes is welcome
to fully participate. Consider joining us. If you are seeking heart opening
answers to questions and issues of Christian faith that seem to dead-end
in theological disunity, I encourage you to subscribe to Richard Rohr’s
free daily short meditations (cac.orog/richard-rohr/). For me, they are an
affirming voice that opens my heart to being in union with the universal
presence of Christ in different faiths and in every aspect of the universe.
Mary Alice Bird
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The Evolution of Holiness:

Celtic Service Meditation March 17, 2019

E

ach Sunday, the 5:30 PM service includes a personal meditation,
either by a clergy or lay person. On St. Patrick’s Day, Mary Alice
Bird shared this meditation on the presence of holiness in her
spiritual journey and in the evolving universe.
In thinking about this reflection, I have been connecting memory
dots. When I was three, my father and neighbors put up a swing set for
our family’s six children and the neighborhood. It was a lovely June day
and I sat in a little white rocking chair surrounded by love. Suddenly, I
blurted out “It’s beautiful.” Everyone asked “What?” and then laughed
when I pointed to the lawn full of dandelions. I was chagrined, but in
my heart, I knew it was “beautiful.’’ Looking back, I realize that was the
voice of God speaking within me. I have always liked Robert Frost’s
poem, The Road Not Taken, and am grateful to the high school teacher
who expanded my consciousness to see this not as right and wrong
paths, but as a paradox with many meanings held within the unity of
the poem—a beautiful metaphor for the many paths to unity with holiness.
Recently I have been reading Richard Rohr’s daily meditations. He
is a Franciscan monk and mystic who sees holiness revealed in all
things in the created and evolving universe. He powerfully reminds us
that God is, has been, and always will be incarnate within the material
universe and is not an absentee land lord or an eye-for-an eye judge
who demands a blood sacrifice in retribution for our sins. Although Rohr
uses traditional Christian words (God, Jesus, Christ, Trinity), he does not
limit salvation to those who know or speak these precise words but recognizes that God speaks to his creation in many languages—through
relationships, gestures, experiences, music, poetry, koans, scriptures,
stories, and silence. Throughout his writings, Rohr invites us to rediscover the wonder of the Christ who spoke so deeply to those wherever the
disciples spread the good news of the Way of Jesus.
Rohr identifies two incarnations in scripture. First, in Genesis, which
poetically depicts what we might call the big bang and evolution. Like
Teilhard de Chardin (a 20th century evolutionary biologist and Jesuit
theologian), Rohr sees the image of God embedded in the DNA of not
just human beings, but of all creatures and things in the world—a revelation also deeply expressed in Celtic Christian prayers and art.
The second incarnation is the life and death of Jesus. As a human
being, Jesus nurtured his holy DNA by choosing the Way of the great
Summary of the Law, “Love God with your whole heart and mind and
your neighbor as yourself.” Through his relationships, parables, and sayings, Jesus taught others to open their hearts to the paradoxical reality
that we are all children of God, all created in the image of God. Rohr
makes (for me) a profound distinction that Christ is not Jesus’s last
name, but the name given the resurrected mystical, cosmic Christ that
Paul and John preach to those following the Way of Love.
In his book Falling Upward (A Spirituality for the Two Halves of Life),
Rohr embraces Carl Jung’s theory that human consciousness is wired to
differentiate an individual identity to survive and grow—but that full
human development evolves with the maturation of the soul. For Rohr,
this is the maturation of the image of God DNA implanted within creation. It is this DNA that prompts the voice of God within us and opens
our hearts beyond our limited rational knowledge to see and experience
this same spirit of unifying love in others and throughout the universe.
Looking back, I have been humbled and overwhelmed revisiting the
many relationships, experiences, books, dreams, visions, poems, music,
and silences that have guided my spiritual journey, including my wrong
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turns, detours, and dead-ends. I also have been saddened that at many
junctions in my church life, there were few mentors or companions there
to guide me along this Way, but also grateful for the many mentors or
companions outside the recognized Christian family who steered me
towards a right path.
When I was confirmed as a 12-year old, we were given a scripture to
meditate on for the rest of our lives. I assure you I had no idea what that
meant, only that I hoped mine would not be obscure or impossible to
do. Well, I got the bingo. “God is love and he that dwelleth in love
dwelleth in God and God in him.” That meditation has never failed to
set me back on a path with God and connecting dots to develop an everdeepening desire to know that everything is holy now.
As I have found in thinking about these remarks, you may similarly
find it meaningful to spend some time connecting dots of your own
unique spiritual path. I also invite you to download Richard Rohr’s free
daily meditations. In a world where we so many people are disowning or
denigrating God, Christ or any divine power, Rohr reopens ancient wisdom paths that illuminate the Way to the cosmic Christ available within
all creation and truly present for all people. Paradoxically, the Christ
who came before, who comes now and will come again and again and
again in the creative, ongoing evolution of the universe.

Feasting at St. Peter’s
The Feast of the King—Epiphany

S

t. Peter’s celebrated Epiphany once again this January with a King
Cake. Lael passed on her recipe to Marty Rogers who created this
year’s version.
What is the backstory on King Cakes?
King Cakes are associated in a number of countries with the festival of the Epiphany at the end of
the Christmas season and in some places it is
associated with the pre-Lenten celebrations of
Mardi Gras or Carnival. Revelers consume hundreds of thousands of king cakes in New Orleans
during the Carnival season.
What started out roughly 300 years ago as a dry
French bread-type dough with sugar on top and
a fava bean inside now comes in many varieties
depending on the country. Some king cakes are
made of a sweet brioche dough in the shape of a
hollow circle with a glazed topping sprinkled with
colored sugar. People in some countries make
them with a puff pastry filled with almond, apple,
chocolate, or pear filling. King cakes have a small figurine or trinket,
called a fève, hidden inside that confers various privileges and obligations on the person who gets it.
Traditionally king cakes are oval shaped to symbolize the unity
of faiths. Each cake is decorated in the traditional Mardi Gras colors –
purple representing justice, green representing faith, and gold
representing power.
Marty Rogers
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The ECW Shrove Tuesday Pancake Luncheon

S

t. Peter’s Episcopal Church Women (ECW) have held Pancake
Luncheons on Shrove Tuesday for 60 years or more, serving pancakes with syrup, sausage, sherbet, and cookies.
Shrove Tuesday, the eve of Lent, is also known as Mardi Gras (literally Fat Tuesday), Carnival (from the Latin for farewell to the flesh), and
Fasnacht (the Germanic night of the fast). It is celebrated across the
world with riotous merrymaking and feasting. The English celebrate a bit
more quietly with Pancake Tuesday. It may seem an unlikely last indulgence, but pancakes use up rich ingredients like butter and eggs from
the larder before the pious Lenten fast.
Families gather for sweet and savory pancake suppers, and housewives still compete in the peculiar tradition of donning their aprons and
racing each other holding pancake-filled skillets. Strict rules require that
each contestant successfully toss and flip her pancake into the air at
least three times before crossing the finish line. Alas, there were no races
at St. Peter’s. Maybe next year?
Proceeds from this and other projects carried out by the ECW during
the year go to Meals on Wheels, Maine Seacoast Mission, Rockland
District Nursing Association, Knox County Coalition for the Homeless,
AIO Backpacks, St. Peter’s Altar Guild, and the Pope Memorial Humane
Society.
Ted Kanellakis and Marty Rogers where the chief pancake
flippers on Shrove Tuesday. In restaurant language they were
part of the back of the house team, with ECW members being
the front of the house team. Back of the house team members
also included Marilyn Smith (who came home from Florida to
help with the Luncheon), Doree Fisher, Marjorie Miller, Bill
Perry, and Heather Ross. Front of the house team members
included Gloria Young, Marilyn Sockwell, Liz Hunt, Linda
Mann, Rhonda Hart, Vicki Haskell, Linda and Jo McAlary,
Mary Alice Bird, and Jef Berg. Thanks to you all!
Gloria Young, ECW President, and Marty Rogers
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“Linwood T. Young, 2nd, and Heather Young, children of Junior Warden
and Mrs. Linwood T. Young, help call attention to this year’s (this year being
1968) event. Mrs. James Economy is chairman.”
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Deacons’ Notes
Jane Chatfield+
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ast week I walked into a patient’s room, and he looked familiar. He
recognized me, too. This time, in contrast to his previous calm, his
bed sheets were pulled off to show the blue mattress cover, and he
and his pillow were tucked tight into the side of the bed. He was twisting
his fingers and mumbling through his white mustache.
He said that his recent injury and his wife’s poor health meant they
had to leave their 2nd floor apartment. He wanted to move into assisted
living as soon as he left the hospital, but all the places were full. He continued with his frustrations, then stopped and said, “What shall I do?”
We talked about visiting some of his places and applying to the ones
he liked best. He picked up on that for a while, talking about what they
wanted and didn’t want. Then came back to “What shall I do?” I suggested that talking with God might give him and his wife the patience to
wait, and perhaps through prayer they could find some peace with their
waiting. “But what do I say to God?”
“Help me God?” I suggested.
“Is that a prayer?” He rehearsed it a few times and looked back at
me. He reached for my hand, and we started the Lord’s prayer. When we
finished, he squeezed my hand. His eyes were closed. Then he opened
them, and said, “Thank you. Now I have to call my wife.”

Corey Walmer+

A

s many of you know, I work as a social worker on the island of
Vinalhaven three days a week and also have a small private practice in Rockland. There are many wonderful aspects to working on
The Island–commuting on the ferry being one of them. I’ve had the
opportunity to walk the trails along the shore over my lunch hour, learn
more than I ever wanted to know about lobstering, and buy scallops out
of the back of someone’s car in the island grocery store parking lot. I’ve
also had the privilege of sitting with folks who struggle with addiction
(usually heroin and/or alcohol), chronic depression and anxiety and
those with a phobia of riding the ferry. Each of these conditions has a
distinctive island flavor; today I would like to talk about my experiences
of working with folks with addiction on Vinalhaven.
Coming from off island, I had little understanding of the dynamics of
addiction in that context; I’ve gotten quite an education since starting
the job one and a half years ago! I’ve learned that some folks in our
Suboxone (medically assisted treatment) program have landed there due
to chronic pain resulting from the brutally hard physical work of lobstering. What started out as managing injuries turned into addiction, which
then turned into the need to simply maintain a somewhat normal level
of functioning. This resulted in an ongoing use of opiates, not to get high
but to simply get out of bed. The Suboxone serves as a replacement for
opiates, without all the possibilities of misuse for recreational purposes. I
listen to folks express shame as they sometimes discover they aren’t able
to taper down off the medication as quickly as they would like. Many
will be on a maintenance dosage for life. Others express deep loneliness
as they lose their strong social connections when they start a new life
with medically assisted treatment. Several have histories of significant
trauma in the backgrounds of their lives which has contributed to drug
use as a coping skill. Very few of my clients exhibit the stereotypical
druggie profile. And all of them are human beings in need of support,
tools, and encouragement.
Deacons are ordained people who serve both within the church and
in the world. Jane and I are visible in our St. Peters community during
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Sunday services when we read (proclaim) the Gospel, help with administration of the Eucharist (the role of servant) and send you all out with
the dismissal (go!). Not to be a broken record but these are duties we
ALL have; Jane and I are simply reminders of everyone’s calling to live
out their faith in what they do the rest of the week! I feel particularly
blessed that my employment also affords me the wonderful opportunity
to live out my faith with those in need. Sometimes proclaiming the Good
News is about walking alongside and offering an encouraging word;
sometimes being in servant ministry is finding resources where there are
very few to be found or teaching skills to survive the emotional rollercoaster of withdrawal or childhood trauma. Once in a while, we even
talk about faith and locating God in the midst of it all.
Please, my dear St. Peters family: keep those who are addicted and
those who are starting recovery in your prayers. They need it and we
need to do it. It is one way we as the church can make a difference in
the world. Amen!

From the Senior Wardens
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Further Reflections on Our 167th Annual Meeting

T

here were several themes playing out at our annual parish meeting, making this 167th iteration a compelling event. Our rector is a
master at running an efficient meeting, which made it even more
wondrous to behold, as she and those who spoke packed it with information in its one hour and two-minute duration. One theme obviously
was change. We are in the midst of changes to several key non-vestry
positions, in the midst of a large turnover within the vestry itself, and in
the midst of making tough changes to put us on a financially sustainable
path. (This is not even taking into consideration our new Bishop!) And
we touchingly said a warm thank you to Marty Rogers for so ably leading the Vestry these last six years. After introducing them, Lael literally
passed the Vestry batons!
Then there was the theme of hope.
We were reminded of the generosity of
our departed and beloved friends Patt
and Jim Algrant, whose gifts will greatly
benefit the Altar Guild
and St. Peter’s in general. (See below the beautiful items for our altar
that were purchased with
this gift.) Surely the talk
of the meeting was Lael’s
stunning announcement
that we have been left $100,000 by Vera Hill. I’m afraid
I’m such a relative newcomer to active life at St. Peter’s
that I don’t think I ever met Vera, but it is a measure of
how St. Peter’s touches so many, so deeply, that she felt
so generous towards us. In that light, Lael reminded us
that although we number in the range of 60-80 members,
our good works touch more than 400 lives in the community. That’s an impressive number.
And although Father Time marches on for all of us,
we don’t need to leave legacies as large as Vera’s to be
impactful. Lael mentioned that several farsighted members have already
pledged to include St. Peter’s in their wills and are members of our
Anchor Society. It would be great if we can build on that. Legacy gifts
are an important aspect of financial viability, as they can help augment
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our financial reserves. The reserves are our only way of bridging the gap
between what we spend and what we can pay. And as we all know, ours
are dwindling each year. So, it was nice to hear about such a substantial
gift coming our way. But even with Vera’s and the Algrants’ generous
gifts, we are a long way from being financially sustainable on a longterm basis. That may be hard to hear, but the only path to financial sustainability is reducing the deficits we run. Last year, the previous Vestry
made a very difficult decision to reduce Lael’s position to half time in
2019—what I referred to above as the tough changes for financial sustainability. It is the single largest move possible toward reducing our
deficit. Even with these recent bequests, we remain on track to do that
by June.
But there’s another type of will that can help you leave a legacy,
which ties in with the last theme of our meeting, and that’s the will to get
involved, to do good. The will to move forward. The will to find ways to
preserve those things we hold dearest. We’ll need to tap deeper into that
reservoir of will, of determination and grit, to continue meeting our mission. As Lael mentioned at the meeting the reduction in clergy is a sign
that the parish must all hear God’s call to get involved. The fact you are
reading this is due to our new editor Marjorie Miller stepping up when
we puzzled over who would replace our longtime editor Tom Buesher.
She heeded that call—will you?
Joe Cox, Co-Senior Warden

Wish List for St. Peter’s

G

reetings, St. Peter’s faithful. One of the traditions that Joe Cox
and I are dealing with is that every time a “Rock” is published,
it is expected that we have a senior warden’s report. For my first
report, we will establish a wish list for items or activities that the congregation deems desirable, but that are not in the budget.
Send your requests to me, we will share them with the leadership
group, and publish the items on the wish list. We will try keeping items
on the list for perhaps six months, or until someone or some group
purchases the item or service. We will adjust things as we go along once
we have a bit of a track record.
Example
Item #1 (Reason for placing it on wish list.) Anticipated cost: $???
Item #2 (Reason for placing it on wish list.) Anticipated cost: $???
Any suggestions you might have please convey to me at 236-2272 or
bowditchjames@gmail.com.
Jim Bowditch, Co-Senior Warden

Bring in Your Bags

S

everal months ago, the Rockland Library asked the public to
contribute reusable bags for the clients of the surrounding food
pantries, since plastic bags are being discouraged and people are
now being charged for them. In support of this, I took it upon myself to
purchase bags specifically for AIO in Rockland. I have learned that AIO
has about 400 clients, so I’m hoping we, as a congregation, we can all
donate reusable bags and place them in the shopping cart in the
Narthex along with our food items.
Thank you.
Susan Brooks Kanellakis
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AOI Update
AIO by the numbers

F

ebruary was a busy month, like all months, at the Area Interfaith
Outreach (AIO) and the number of people helped has remained
steady. We served 424 clients in February, who represented 1,096
family members, and we issued 55 vouchers. The AIO was open 16
times—Monday, Wednesday, Friday during the day (12 times) and
Wednesday evening (4 times).
Ron Staschak
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AIO: Your Help
Always Needed!

P

lease keep the needs of our AIO
Food Pantry in your mind this
month. I thank everyone who
has donated all these years. The need
goes on just the same for families in
need of healthy foods this summer.
Thanking one and all,
Mary E. Hunter

Introducing the New Editor of The Rock

I

t is with more than a little trepidation and good dose of humility that
I assume the post as editor of The Rock. I’ve spent some time reading past issues, so I know what big shoes I will be trying fill. Thom
Buescher set a very high standard, and I just hope I can be in the ballpark.
So, who am I? First, I have to admit that I’m not from here. My husband, Pete and I moved from Northern Virginia to Camden this past fall.
We have made many trips to this part of the world over the years to visit
family in Camden. We finally decided to escape the traffic and the heat
of the D.C. area and enjoy our retirement in Mid-Coast Maine.
The first service we attended at St. Peter’s was, appropriately, the
first Sunday of Advent—the start the church year. It was an important
day for us in our new life in Maine. Leaving my church home of more
than 20 years in Arlington, Virginia, was one of the most wrenching
parts of our move. But, in coming to St. Peter’s we found a warm welcome and a congregation that quickly made as feel like part of the family. Editing this newsletter is a wonderful opportunity for me to learn
about this new community and to meet many of the wonderful people
who make it what it is – a small but very mighty congregation.
Thanks for your warm welcome.
Marjorie Miller
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How can you help AIO?
Here’s what would be especially
helpful for you to bring in:
pasta sauce
tuna
baking mixes
toilet paper
soup
beans
shampoo & soap
toothpaste
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St. Peter’s Episcopal Church seeks to serve God’s mission of restoring all people to
unity with him. We open wide our doors and say, in the name of Jesus Christ,
“Welcome.”
Worship

Vestry Members

Sunday 9:00 AM Choral Eucharist
Sunday 5:30 PM Celtic Eucharist
Weekdays 7:00 AM

Mary Alice McLean
David Grima
Liz Hunt
Manette Pottle

Office Hours
Tuesday – Friday 11:00 AM to 2:00 PM
The Rev. Lael Sorensen, Rector
Rector’s email: rector.stpetersrockland@gmail.com
Parish Administrative Assistant, Kate
Office email: office.stpetersrockland@gmail.com
Barbara Jean O’Brien, Choir Director
Choirdir.stpetersrockland@gmail.com
The Rt. Rev. Stephen Lane, Bishop of Maine
The Rev. Thomas James Brown, Bishop-Elect of Maine
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